Towards a Safer Cumbria:
2022 Sellafield Update
Executive Summary
Reprocessing
Spent fuel from the UK’s first-generation Magnox reactors is still being reprocessed. It was scheduled
to end in 2012 to help the UK meet its international obligations to end the radioactive pollution of the
north-east Atlantic. It's now scheduled to end in July this year.
Storage
At the end of 2021, the First Generation Magnox Storage Pond (FGMSP), one of Sellafield’s most
hazardous facilities, and the Pile Fuel Storage Pond (PFSP) still contained 75% of the legacy spent
fuel which has to be removed and placed in interim storage. This degraded fuel won’t be in interim
storage until 2025. It will then have to be conditioned, and eventually transferred to the proposed
Geological Disposal Facility by 2125.
Spent fuel
The Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP) has closed, and almost 5,000 tonnes of unreprocessed spent fuel from the UK’s second-generation Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGRs) will
be stored in ponds at Sellafield until at least 2075. In addition, an estimated 141 tonnes of exotic fuel
will remain in storage once the Magnox reprocessing plant closes, and isn’t expected to be in a
modern interim storage facility until 2028. Sellafield is also contracted to receive and store spent
submarine fuel from the MoD.
Plutonium
The government has yet to decide about possible re-use or disposal of the 140 tonnes of plutonium
stored at Sellafield. Its preferred option is to re-use it in Mixed Oxide Fuel (MOX) for nuclear
reactors, but some plutonium will be unsuitable for this and will need to be immobilised and treated as
a waste for disposal. Some of the older plutonium packages and facilities are amongst the highest
hazards on the Sellafield site. All plutonium needs to be gradually transferred to a new store, and two
more stores are likely to be required – one is expected to be ready in 2033 and the second in 2040.
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High Level Waste
High Level Waste (HLW) Liquors, left over after reprocessing, need to be constantly cooled
otherwise they would start to boil causing radioactivity to escape and contaminate the surrounding
environment. Conversion of these liquors into a solid form and emplacement in storage is not
expected to be complete until 2030. The solid waste will remain in storage until ‘disposal’ by 2104.
All HLW belonging to overseas customers should be returned by 2025.
Levels of risk
In 2013 Sellafield was described as posing an “intolerable risk”. Then in 2018 it was reported that
“work to reduce risk and high hazard at Sellafield has taken an encouraging turn for the better”.
Since then, the site has not been much in the news, but there is still a lot of work to do, as many of the
risks remain. And the timescales for carrying out this work are simply staggering. According to the
UK Radioactive Waste Inventory decommissioning won’t be complete until around 2090 and then all
buildings won’t be demolished until 2120 – almost a century from now. (1)
Introduction
Sellafield is the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority’s (NDA’s) largest and most hazardous site,
home to a number of ageing facilities that store radioactive materials which pose a hazard to people
and the environment. Decommissioning these facilities is challenging: the NDA estimates it will cost
£91 billion1 and take around 100 years to decommission and clean up the Sellafield site. Sellafield
also stores 40% of the global stock of weapons-useable plutonium. The Department for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) funds and is accountable, with the NDA, for reducing risks and
delivering value for money at Sellafield. The Department has delegated its oversight of the NDA to
UK Government Investment (UKGI).
A National Audit Office (NAO) report, published almost a decade ago, in November 2012, criticised
Sellafield for posing a “significant risk to people and the environment” because of the deteriorating
conditions of radioactive waste storage facilities and called for immediate improvements in the
management of major projects on site (2).
The lack of progress exposed in the NAO report prompted Rt. Hon. Margaret Hodge MP, who was
chair of the House of Commons Public Accounts Committee (PAC) from 2010 until March 2015, to
declare that Sellafield posed an “intolerable risk” (3). Then in February 2013 the PAC published its
own report which described Sellafield as:
“…an extraordinary accumulation of hazardous waste, much of it stored in outdated nuclear
facilities” (4).
In March 2013, Friends of the Earth published “Towards a Safer Cumbria: How government,
regulators and the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority have neglected nuclear waste in Cumbria”.
This looked at how hazardous nuclear waste at Sellafield has been stored and handled via three case
studies: THORP Reprocessing and Plutonium separation Plant; High Level Liquid Waste Treatment
Facilities and The Treatment of Solid Wastes. (5)
This was followed almost two years later by a 2015 Update, which examined what had happened
since 2013. It made for some grim reading. (6) It highlighted in particular delays to ending Magnox
Reprocessing. In July 2002, the UK Government told its international colleagues in the OSPAR
Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic that Magnox
reprocessing was expected to cease by around 2012. It is still operating today, a decade later. (7)
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NAO, June 2018 (NDA Progress with Reducing Risk at Sellafield) states that £121 billion is the estimated
undiscounted total cost of the NDA’s clean-up mission up to 2120, of which Sellafield accounts for £91 billion
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Later in 2015 the NAO produced an update. (8) This said that the NDA’s estimate of the cost of
cleaning up Sellafield had risen by £5bn to £53bn in less than a year. Margaret Hodge described the
increase as “astonishing” and noted that it came despite the committee’s call a year earlier for the
authority to get costs under control. The NAO said the NDA had attributed the higher costs to “a
better understanding of the scale and nature of the risks and challenges on the site”.
The report also revealed that it cost £430,000 to terminate the NDA’s contract with the private
consortium, Nuclear Management Partners (NMP), which was responsible for cleaning up Sellafield.
Ms Hodge said it was “galling” that the taxpayer would foot the bill for breaking the contract, adding
that the authority was taking too long to deal with management “incompetence” at Sellafield. “My
committee concluded in February 2014 that the authority had not demonstrated why Nuclear
Management Partners’ ownership of Sellafield provides value for money,” she said. “Yet the authority
only took the decision in January 2015 to terminate this contract, which is almost a year after my
committee told it to do so if performance did not improve.” (9)
The NDA, the Department of Energy and Climate Change, NMP, and Sellafield Ltd. appeared before
the Public Accounts Committee on 11th March 2015. Stephen Lovegrove, the Department’s
Permanent Secretary, told MPs that it was “impossible to know” the costs of the detoxification of one
of the world’s most hazardous nuclear sites, a job that will not be completed until well into the 22nd
century. John Clarke, the chief executive of the NDA, said experts “can’t yet even start to scope”
projects not due to start for many years – meaning that costs are likely to increase as problems are
found. MPs wanted to know why the NDA had not simply terminated the NMP consortium’s deal
when its contract came up for renewal in late 2013. Mr Clarke said that he did not have a “proper
analysis” at the time on whether alternative options for Sellafield were workable. Mr Clarke insisted
that NMP had not failed in its contract, rather the way the deal was structured was wrong. (10)
The most recent NAO report, published in 2018 (11), reported that “work to reduce risk and high
hazard at Sellafield has taken an encouraging turn for the better” but it still has more work to do. The
NAO said the NDA cannot show what work has been done to test and understand the perceived
constraints to making faster progress with reducing high hazards at Sellafield. It is not lack of funding
which is constraining progress but other factors. NAO recommended that the NDA should invest in
understanding the drivers of project improvements to ascertain which have been most effective and
replicable; and test the perceived constraints to faster and further progress.
The NAO’s 2018 report was followed the same year by another report from the PAC. (12) This
reported that Sellafield is still running behind schedule with most major projects and is on track to
record an overspend of £913m with delays of over 13 years. The PAC agreed that the NDA had not
systematically reviewed why projects kept running into difficulties, or analysed the constraints
preventing it from making faster progress. Until this has been done the Committee said it will remain
sceptical about the NDA’s long-term strategy. However, the report said progress had been made, but
added that there was still a long way to go. (13)
The MPs concluded that given the scale and unique challenges at Sellafield, the NDA must have a
firm grip of the work that takes place on the site:
“We saw that this was not the case with the NDA’s recently failed contract to decommission its
Magnox sites, and we are no more convinced of its current ability to monitor and challenge progress
at Sellafield.”
PAC Deputy Chair, Sir Geoffrey Clifton-Brown MP said:
“This report is critical of the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority’s performance. The Government’s
oversight of the NDA’s performance could and should be much better, particularly on projects at
Sellafield that cost a considerable amount of public money. This report follows the Committee’s
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earlier report into the NDA’s Magnox contract. The NDA failed in both the procurement and
management of this contract and cost the taxpayer £122 million. In short, BEIS needs to seriously get
a grip on its oversight of nuclear decommissioning in this country.” (14)
David Peattie, CEO of the NDA, wrote to the Committee on 9th May 2019 to respond to some of its
recommendations. He said the NDA was planning to publish a robust ‘Mission Progress Report’
which will be made available to the public. (15) This was published in November 2021. He pointed
out that it is sometimes necessary to commence work on a hazard reduction project whilst still
investigating the feasibility of a potentially more effective but less technically mature solution. The
possibility of incurring ‘sunk’ costs against projects which are later cancelled is a significant
consideration.
Constraints to faster risk reduction at Sellafield
In September 2020 David Peattie wrote to the Committee detailing some of the key constraints to
making faster progress at Sellafield. (16) The first constraint is how the site is organised. Available
space at the site for new developments is limited. Within the main legacy area at the site (which
contains the priority buildings and services for decommissioning) working areas overlap to such an
extent that work on different projects impact on each other. Detailed planning and coordination are
required to ensure safe parallel working at site. Around 2,000 staff have been moved off the Sellafield
site to office accommodation in local towns. Car parking has been rationalised and improvements
made to car shares, shuttle buses etc.
Also mentioned was the challenge of decommissioning in a radioactive environment. Many of the
site’s key production plants, utility services and other buildings were constructed several decades ago
and have been subject to aging and degradation and may, in some cases, be no longer fit for purpose.
David Peattie says the NDA and Sellafield Limited are using knowledge and understanding of the
constraints to help develop and deliver new approaches and ways of working. Sellafield Limited has
developed a number of innovative ways to work in these constrained radioactive environments
including installation of underwater retrieval equipment in ponds and other wet areas of the site, use
of remote-controlled hydraulic arms for waste retrieval, use of drones for inspections and
implementation of Geographical Information Services (GIS) information for use by design teams
reducing the need to travel to site.

Remaining Risks
Magnox Reprocessing
All 26 Magnox reactors on 11 sites have now been defueled. The spent fuel has been transported to
Sellafield for reprocessing. The NDA was, until recently, aiming to complete reprocessing by the end
of 2020, but this has been delayed, it says, due to the COVID-19. The NDA’s Mission Progress
Report says: “The final date for completion is still to be confirmed, but is likely to be 2022.” (17)
In fact, the first UK Strategy for Radioactive Discharges published in July 2002, stated that Magnox
reprocessing was expected to cease by around 2012. (18) It would have had to stop before 2015 in
order to meet the UK’s international obligation to reduce discharges close to zero by 2020 because
discharges of some radionuclides continue for around 5 years after closure during the post operational
clean out.
In 1998 in Sintra, Portugal, signatories, including the UK, to the OSPAR Convention for the
Protection of the North-East Atlantic, committed to reduce radioactive discharges into the sea to
levels close to zero by 2020. In October 2021 this was discreetly postponed until 2050. Once again,
international commitments to the environment have been disregarded. France will be the main
beneficiary of this 30-year postponement because, with its reprocessing plant at La Hague, it has the
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highest radioactive discharges to the sea in Europe. And these discharges are not decreasing, as shown
by the results of the citizen monitoring of radioactivity in the environment carried out by ACRO for
over 25 years. (19) But it has also helped the UK to continue with Magnox reprocessing.
The “Cascais Declaration” signed at a Ministerial Meeting in October 2021 said:
“We aim to achieve zero pollution by 2050 and commit to reduce single-use plastic items and
maritime related plastic items on our beaches by 50% by 2025 and 75% by 2030. We will take action
to eliminate anthropogenic eutrophication and continue to reduce hazardous and radioactive
substances to near background levels for naturally occurring substances and close to zero for human
made substances.” (20)
Remi Parmentier, who was the lead Greenpeace International campaigner when the Sintra Declaration
was signed in 1998 tweeted:
“30 yrs backward presented as progress. The OSPAR Commission is using Orwellian language: "We
*aim* to achieve zero pollution by 2050" ["aim", not "commit"], wiping out the previous target date
(agreed in 1998) which was...2020.”
The NDA’s Mission Progress report says that any Magnox fuel which remains un-reprocessed when
the reprocessing plant is closed will need to be conditioned prior to transferring to a Geological
Disposal Facility (GDF), and that all remaining fuel (estimated at 500 tonnes) will be disposed by
2125. (21) If it is possible to manage spent Magnox fuel without reprocessing then the Magnox
reprocessing plant could have shut by 2015 to meet the requirements of the Ospar Sintra agreement.
The NDA’s 2021 Strategy document says:
“Finishing Magnox reprocessing is a complex issue. In this final phase a decision will need to be
made on when to stop reprocessing, taking into account the amount of fuel that is left, our confidence
in the alternative option of dry storage, the cost of continuing reprocessing, production of separated
plutonium, and the condition and availability of the reprocessing plant.” (22)
Legacy Ponds and Silos
The NAO’s 2018 progress report said Sellafield’s four legacy ponds and silos that hold large
quantities of nuclear materials, are some of the sites most hazardous facilities. Five long-term
programmes have been put in place to deal with these hazards, but these will take decades to
complete, as they require the construction of new plants and the development of bespoke technologies
to retrieve and handle waste. For example, the Magnox swarf storage silo, operational since 1964,
contains waste sludge from legacy nuclear operations that is both radioactive and corrosive. The
facility is expected to pose a significant hazard until 2050. However, NAO reports that the NDA has
made progress on the pile fuel cladding silo programme, which means it now expects this to be
emptied by 2030, six years earlier than it expected in 2015. However, an analysis of annual
performance indicators shows that all four legacy pond and silo programmes have delivered less work
than the NDA expected in at least three years since 2011-12 (23)
The First Generation Magnox Storage Pond (FGMSP) was built in the 1950s and commissioned in
1959 to receive fuel from Magnox reactors where it was prepared for reprocessing until 1986 when
the Fuel Handling Plant (FHP) took over. FGMSP is one of Sellafield’s most hazardous facilities
because some of the spent fuel it contained became corroded before it could be reprocessed forming a
layer of Corroded Magnox Sludge (CMS) which is now one of the largest decommissioning
challenges the UK faces. (24) The first radioactive sludge was removed in March 2015. (25) In 2018,
the NDA started the removal of empty nuclear skips from the Storage Pond (26). The 2021 NDA
Strategy reported that more than 50 skips had been cleaned and removed, creating enough space to
enable the removal of sludge, fuel and debris from the pond floor. Sludge retrievals have also started
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in the highest priority area in the facility, which contains the most significant inventory. 100 cubic
metres of sludge have been removed from the FGMSP to the extent that areas of the pond floor are
now visible for the first time in over 50 years. Over 100 tonnes of fuel have also been removed from
the pond. (27)
Some fuel, which has degraded, was also stored in the Pile Fuel Storage Pond (PFSP). Significant
quantities of bulk fuel and over 300 tonnes of solid Intermediate Level Waste (ILW) have now been
removed from the PFSP. According to the NDA’s 2021 Mission Progress Report around 25% (130
tonnes) of the legacy fuel from the two storage ponds has now been removed, leaving 370 tonnes still
to remove. (28)
In an NDA Blog from 2019 under the sub-heading: “How did they get so bad?”, the NDA says “…the
ponds and silos weren't designed with decommissioning in mind and couldn't handle the throughput
required to service the UK's Magnox reactors, particularly during the miners' strikes in the 1970s and
1980s. They were built without a roof and open to the environment, resulting in significant amounts of
debris falling into the ponds and building up on the pond's floor as sludge. This seriously affects
visibility and operators' ability to work and move fuel skips around. More modern facilities within
Sellafield's 'Fuel Handling Plant' replaced the legacy ponds in the mid-1980s.” (29)
The NDA says fuels retrieved from the legacy ponds will be transferred into self-shielded boxes developed for the storage of highly degraded Magnox fuels not suitable for reprocessing. These will
then be stored in the new Interim Storage Facility (ISF). Following a period of interim storage, the
fuels in the ISF are expected to be conditioned and disposed of in a GDF (30)
This degraded fuel should be in interim storage by 2025, and once conditioned, is expected to be
transferred to the proposed GDF by 2125.
There are also two waste silos which have been the subject of some concern during investigations by
the PAC. The PAC’s 2018 investigations reported that the NDA had completed the installation of six
doors on the side of the pile fuel cladding silo and it that it was now expecting to complete the
retrievals of waste six years earlier than it previously expected.
The NDA told the PAC that it will take decades to decommission the four pond and silos. For
example, the Magnox swarf storage silo (MSSS), considered the greatest risk at Sellafield, will pose a
significant risk until 2050, when work to retrieve the waste is expected to complete. The NDA’s 2019
Blog said the first of the 400-tonne 'Silo Emptying Plants' is now installed in the MSSS and
equipment to empty the radioactive waste in the Pile Fuel Cladding Silo (PFCS) has been installed
and the doors to access the silos have been put in, ready to commence retrieval. The 2021 Mission
Progress Report does not add any further progress, presumably because of delays caused by Covid. In
total only 8% of the ILW in Legacy Ponds and Silos has been retrieved according to the report. It will
take until 2048 before all the ILW has been retrieved, and only 9% of ILW requiring treatment (at all
sites, not just Sellafield) has been treated. Work is ongoing to design, build and commission
approximately 40 new treatment facilities, across all sites, that are needed to treat the ILW. It will take
until 2120 before this is all in interim storage. (31)
Spent Oxide Fuel
The Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP) closed down in 2018, The strategy now is to
consolidate all spent AGR fuel from the EDF AGR stations in a single pond in the THORP facility at
Sellafield, and interim store all oxide fuels pending a future decision on whether to classify the fuel as
waste for disposal in a GDF.
NDA estimates that the total amount of spent AGR fuel which will remain un-reprocessed and require
disposal will be 4,830 tonnes. (32) It says that even with significant lifetime extensions to EDF’s
AGR fleet, the strategy for the receipt and management of AGR fuel remains robust. All spent AGR
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fuel from the EDF AGR stations will be consolidated in a single pond in the THORP facility pending
a future decision on whether to classify the fuel as waste for disposal in a GDF. NDA says it is
working with RWM on improving its understanding of how oxide spent fuels can be disposed of in a
GDF in the event that they are classified as waste. According to the NDA’s 2021 Strategy, the GDF
will be able to receive spent fuel in 2075. In the meantime, spent oxide fuel will be stored under water
in carefully managed conditions to prevent or minimise corrosion. This means if a future decision is
taken to dispose of spent oxide fuel in a GDF, it can be readily recovered, dried and packaged for
transport to a dump and emplacement. (33)
Spent Exotic Fuel
The majority of Spent Exotic fuel has already been reprocessed at Sellafield’s THORP and Magnox
reprocessing plants. The strategy for Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) fuel, which is being transported to
Sellafield, is to reprocess as much as is practicable before the Magnox reprocessing plant ceases
operations in 2022.
A variety of exotic fuels will remain in interim storage at Sellafield when reprocessing operations
cease. They will remain in storage whilst options for management of this fuel are developed.
Remaining fuel will need to be conditioned prior to disposal in a GDF by 2125 The NDA estimates
that 141 tonnes of exotic fuel will remain in storage once the Magnox reprocessing plant closes. This
should all be in interim storage by 2028. (34)
The NDA is also contracted to receive and store spent submarine fuel. These fuels are owned by
MOD who will be responsible for decisions and strategy about their long-term management and
disposition. However, the NDA supports the MOD in developing options for the long-term disposition
of these fuels. (35)
Nuclear Materials
The NDA owns an inventory of plutonium and uranium. Known collectively as ‘nuclear materials’,
all are by-products from different phases of the fuel cycle, including the reprocessing of spent fuel.
All nuclear materials will be either converted into new fuel for nuclear reactors or immobilised and
stored until a permanent UK disposal facility is developed. Consolidation of plutonium is now
complete. Consolidation of uranium remains ongoing. Some uranium must be treated and repackaged
for interim storage, while Sellafield’s plutonium inventory will be repackaged in a form suitable for
long term storage. The government will reach a decision on possible re-use or disposal of plutonium
following completion of the technical studies. (36)
There are 141 tonnes of plutonium at Sellafield, with another tonne expected to arise before the
Magnox reprocessing plant closes. About 23 tonnes of this is foreign-owned, largely but not
exclusively by Japanese utilities, and is managed under long-term contracts. (37) The UK’s stockpile
of plutonium has been consolidated at Sellafield by transporting material at the former fast reactor site
at Dounreay in Caithness down to Cumbria.
The 2018 PAC report said BEIS is no closer to understanding what to do with plutonium in the long
term. It has still not decided between the two options available to it: readying the plutonium stockpile
for long-term storage in a GDF (that has yet to be constructed); or reusing it as fuel in new nuclear
power stations. In the meantime, the NDA is responsible for ensuring that the plutonium currently at
Sellafield is stored safely and securely. It has a programme in place to do so, which consists of
projects to repackage plutonium canisters for long-term storage until the Department decides what to
do with them. However, the NDA discovered that some of the plutonium canisters have been
decaying faster than expected. This concerning development is made worse by the fact that the
NDA’s project to repackage these canisters is at least two years late and expected to cost over £1.5
billion, £1 billion more than it first expected. The NDA told the Committee that it has put in place a
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series of contingency arrangements to manage these decaying canisters. But these are short-term fixes
for a long-term problem and the Department has yet to set out clearly what its strategy is and the
associated costs to the taxpayer. (38)
In December 2011, the UK government decided its preferred option for managing the vast majority of
UK plutonium was to reuse it as Mixed Oxide Fuel (MOX) in nuclear reactors. (39) Any remaining
plutonium unsuitable for conversion into MOX would be immobilised and subsequently treated as a
waste for disposal. However, the Government emphasised that, while it believed it had sufficient
information to set a direction, it did not have sufficient confidence to progress into implementation.
The government would only proceed when it was confident that its preferred option could be
implemented safely and securely, was affordable, deliverable and offered value for money. (40)
The NDA is continuing to investigate how immobilisation and reuse might be implemented. It’s latest
strategy document says using the material as MOX fuel in light water reactors is the most mature
option from a technical and licensing perspective. But the UK government will only take a decision
when it can be underpinned with sufficient evidence and should not be made in isolation. This is due
to potential interactions with national security and important infrastructure investments including
nuclear new build and geological disposal. (41) The options it is considering are all predicated on the
development of a Geological Disposal Facility (GDF). Nuclear Waste Services – a subsidiary of the
NDA – is assuming that a GDF will be available to receive its first waste in the late 2040s or 2050s.
Then it will take around 90 years to emplace all existing waste before it can begin emplacing other
materials such as immobilised plutonium or spent plutonium fuel. And there are no guarantees this
timetable can be achieved.
To use the plutonium in MoX in nuclear reactors (followed by storage as spent fuel pending disposal
in a Geological Disposal Facility (GDF)), a MoX fuel fabrication plant would have to be built. There
was such a plant at Sellafield which closed in 2011. According to a 2012 review (42),
"the actual performance of the plant was very poor." With the "projected annual throughput of 120te
HM ... SMP actually manufactured 13.8te HM of MOX fuel during its operating life."
The review also noted that "SMP had very significant gaps both in its design and operating
capability. This meant that the plant as built was not fit for purpose and struggled from the start with
a wide range of operational problems."
The NDA has been looking at using plutonium in generic LWR-type fuels rather than specific fuels
for reactors in the UK’s new build programme – EDF has denied the suggestions it is considering the
use of MoX. (43) If MoX fuel were to be used in new UK nuclear reactors like Hinkley Point C, or
even the existing PWR reactor at Sizewell B, this would involve transporting a weapons-useable
material on the UK road or rail network. Such transports would require an armed escort. (44)
The NDA has also looked at building a CANMOX fuel plant and at least two CANDU EC-6 reactors
in the UK to irradiate the fuel as proposed by the Canadian company, SNC Lavalin; and a proposal by
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH) to build a fuel fabrication plant and two PRISM reactors to
irradiate a plutonium alloy fuel. The NDA reports that no discernible evidence was offered that the
CANMOX approach would be significantly simpler or more cost-effective than reuse as MOX in
LWRs, and the cost, scope and extent of work required to progress Fast Reactor options, such as the
GEH PRISM, means it is not a credible option. (45)
Another option would be immobilisation of the plutonium as a waste. Given the diverse nature of the
inventory, a number of different approaches are being investigated so that parts or all of the inventory
can be immobilised in a form suitable for ultimate ‘disposal’ in a GDF.
Both the re-use and immobilisation options would require new expensive plants which would be very
technically challenging. Any new plant would take one or two decades to plan and build before
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processing of material could begin, so there is no quick or inexpensive solution. (46) Some of the
plutonium wouldn’t be suitable for reuse as MOX in nuclear reactors in any case, due to its physical
or chemical properties. It will need to be immobilised and treated as waste, followed by storage
pending disposal in a GDF. (47)

Storage Problems
Meanwhile plutonium will have to continue to be stored at Sellafield. The NDA’s 2008 report on
plutonium options said “If a decision were taken today on a solution for the inventory, there could
still be a requirement to provide storage for around 40 years.” (48)
Continued long-term storage of civil plutonium is not as easy as it sounds nor is it cheap, and there are
many technical challenges. In fact, very long-term storage of plutonium is not well understood.
Research indicates that there may be a requirement to treat or repackage some plutonium if it were to
be stored for significant periods. Heat treatment and repackaging plants are likely to cost significantly
more than a new store. All operations with plutonium are dose intensive for operators, and best
practice would be to minimise operation time for plutonium works. Another problem is that the
plutonium isotope with the shortest half-life – Pu241 - decays to form Americium (Am-241), which is
more radioactive than plutonium making the plutonium more difficult to handle. The half-life of Am241 is 432 years. The NDA has begun a campaign of repackaging and treatment of packages, but due
to the size of the plutonium inventory and the complexity of developing and implementing the
options, any long-term management solution will take many decades to fully implement.
The NDA considers some of the older plutonium packages and facilities used in early production to
be amongst the highest hazards on the Sellafield site. Therefore, it is aiming to gradually transfer all
plutonium to a new store, the Sellafield Product and Residue Store (SPRS) which opened in 2010.
(49) The SPRS cost several hundred million pounds, but does not have the capacity to store all of the
plutonium. The NDA has been transferring plutonium canisters into the store since 2012, and reported
to the NAO in 2018 that it was approximately 30% full. Two more stores are likely to be required to
house the entire stock. (50) The first store extension is expected to be ready in 2033 and the second in
2040. (51)
To ensure that the plutonium packages can be safely stored in the SPRS, they will be repackaged and,
where appropriate, some plutonium will be treated to stabilise it for long-term storage. This will
require a major new facility which is currently being constructed. Some older packages are to be
repacked in existing plants to ensure their safe management in the meantime. It will take until 2060 to
repackage all plutonium and place it in interim storage. The NDA hopes it will then be re-used or
disposed by 2120. (52)
High Level Waste
High Level Waste Liquors which are incredibly radioactive and generate their own heat, are stored at
Sellafield in special tanks. They need to be constantly cooled otherwise they would start to boil. If this
happened then radioactivity would escape and contaminate the surrounding environment. The
consequences of a prolonged cooling failure could be ‘very severe’ leading to boiling after 12 hours,
and to the tanks drying out after three days. Consequently, the HLW facility at Sellafield is probably
one of the most dangerous nuclear facilities in the world with the potential to at least force the
evacuation of much of northern England and southern Scotland, (53) and cause long lasting
contamination well beyond the UK. (54).
The Highly Active Liquor (HAL) is converted into a solid form for storage and ‘disposal’ through a
process called vitrification. In this process, the liquor is mixed with crushed glass in a furnace to
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produce a solid, stable glass which is poured into stainless steel cannisters. An additional 1.5% of the
total waste arisings has been vitrified over the year to November 2021. All of the HLW should be
treated and moved to the Vitrified Product Store by 2030 - a purpose-built store – where it will remain
until ‘disposal’ by 2104. All HLW belonging to overseas customers should be exported by 2025. (55)
Despite the imminent closure of the Magnox reprocessing plant and the fact that THORP is already
closed only 68% of the High-Level Waste (HLW) expected to arise has so far been produced. 2,700m3
of raw HLW has so far been produced. A further 1,300m3 is still to be produced – this will include
waste produced by the Post Operational Clean Out.
Conclusions
There has clearly been some progress made on cleaning up Sellafield since we last reported in 2015,
but many of the ‘intolerable risks’ remain and will continue to do so for decades to come, so it is
important that ministers, politicians, regulators and concerned members of the public do not take their
eye off the ball. The conclusion we came to in 2015 remains highly relevant today:
“Sellafield contains some of most dangerous waste stores in the world. They need to be cleaned up
urgently. Safety should be the biggest priority, not saving money. Whilst privatisation and
incompetence have both played a part in problems at Sellafield it seems that the technical problems
presented by nuclear waste are causing problems across the globe. What the NDA needs to do now is
to collect together the best brains from around the world to work together in an open and transparent
way with stakeholders including the Sellafield trade unions to decide how best to tackle these
problems as quickly and safely as possible.
In the meantime, the idea that we should rely on creating even more nuclear waste for our energy
supplies should be dropped forthwith.”
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